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Comments

[deleted] • 18 points • 8 October, 2014 05:51 AM 

im all about that cake cake cake cake cake no veggies

Blake55 • 11 points • 8 October, 2014 06:03 AM 

A friend asked me for a review of that song. This is what I sent

"it encourages fat people to think that their fat gives them sass and personality. it artificially inflates their self
esteem. fat acceptance movement always refers to it as curves, full figured, big = beautiful, bumps, (bass in the
song's instance) instead of what is is: fat (and associated health problems). something becoming common doesn't
make it normal, just means that people are collectively lowering the bar. no amount of circle-jerking over
whether being overweight is healthy or sexy, will change physiology or common standards of beauty."

dotrar • 5 points • 8 October, 2014 07:00 AM 

theres a difference between being a bit curvy, a bit chubby, and obease.

obeasity has real dramatic health concerns.

in terms of reproduction, a little bit o' blubber is good for the baby.

tbh the lead singer isn't even fat, a bit chubby maybe; but she looks like she knows how to cook a good meal

IVIaskerade • 1 point • 8 October, 2014 07:49 AM 

It's more the pandering nature of the song that the obeasts will point to and say "see, I'm perfect just the way
I am. It doesn't really affect us, because they'll just go back to tumblr eventually, but it's still giving them
false hope.

sdflkjeroi342 • 1 point • 8 October, 2014 08:20 AM 

Who cares? They're already showing the world that they have no self-control and no will to better
themselves. Let them stay fat as a warning to others to stay the fuck away.

IVIaskerade • 1 point • 8 October, 2014 03:43 PM 

In the place where I live, my taxes go to support these people when they need that third heart surgery,
or when the local hospital has to build a specialised ward because current operating tables can't
handle the weight, or when they decide that the only way for them to lose weight is a gastric band
because "muh genetics". I don't mind paying taxes to support free healthcare, but these people
shouldn't receive it.

[deleted] • 2 points • 8 October, 2014 05:52 AM 

My gf showed me this not to long ago and said the same exact things, I agreed. She knew exactly what I was
thinking. Although I have to admit it's catchy and the production is great, love the colors they used and all that.

DirtyNamesGetBlocked • 2 points • 8 October, 2014 06:22 AM 

Its a brilliant song. The artist is literally unknown. She doesn't have any other music out there and this is her first
song and all of a sudden it hits all the top charts? Super catchy? Sounds like someone decided to capitalize off
this whole acceptance movement. I've heard better lyrics out of Nikki Minaj and the tune seems to be ripped off
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a popular Japanese song. Sounds like a no-effort cash grab by someone. Study it for its beauty. Its message is
irrelevant because it was never about the message. It was always about the money.

Ulquiorra_Schiffer • 1 point • 8 October, 2014 06:43 AM 

Honestly though? It reminds me immediately of a female version of a Justin Timberlake song "I'm bringing
sexy back" with the beat she's singing to.

Icecoffee965 • 2 points • 8 October, 2014 06:35 AM 

I don't even care about the song... it's the fat acceptance that disgusts me.

And you have all this WHILE people who are highly fit (ripped fitness models and runners, bikers) are
demonized for being insecure, for having mental issues, whatever.

But you're fat? Oh my god, don't be so mean! what is wrong with you?

People should use insults to their obesity/fatness, to LOSE weight, not bitch about getting "fat acceptance."

sdflkjeroi342 • 1 point • 8 October, 2014 08:18 AM 

I actually kinda like the song itself. Reminds me of Mika's "Big Girls"... it's just that my definition of a "big girl"
is probably way different from that of FA tumblrettes. If you're not fit, you're probably more fat (bad) than curvy
(good)...

[deleted] • 1 point • 8 October, 2014 08:21 AM 

I liked it. And I could care less about fat people. Yeah the message is kind of bullshit but it's a catchy song. I
thought it was amusing.

[deleted] • 1 point • 8 October, 2014 09:03 AM 

First verse:

When I have a business-meeting,

I like Pizza, I like Pie,

that is why I keep on eating,

till the day I die.

Mightaswellmakeone • 1 point • 8 October, 2014 09:22 AM 

Maybe, "All about that diabetes" just didn't fit the rhythm.

LastRevision • 1 point • 8 October, 2014 05:56 AM 

"The song is damn catchy"

It's for girls.

trpSenator • 1 point • 8 October, 2014 09:01 AM 

Hahaha I'll admit I fucking love the chorus. But you're totally right when it comes to music selection, women
just like fun songs that gets them excited, they really aren't interested in general with songs that have depth.

Though I can't really judge. When I want to go out and have fun, I'll blast some EDM just because it's fun
and gets me into a good mood. No matter how much I like indy or modern folk, I'm not going to listen to that
shit when I'm trying to have a good time.
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Watermelon_Salesman0 points 8 October, 2014 08:48 AM* [recovered] 

Add this up to the hit TV series "Girls", in which star and writer Lena Dunham exposes her naked fat body for
entire episodes as a way to empower obese women out there. How come people can't grasp how ridiculous this
is?

As a gender reversal exercise, let's imagine a TV series - or a music video, for that matter - that focuses on men,
instead of women. And instead of fighting fat shaming and promoting the body acceptance of overweight girls,
let's pretend that this time it's a video or a tv show that fights penis size shaming. Then we expose the naked
body of an actor with a 2 inch erect penis, or write a sassy song telling the world how every milimiter of his is
wonderful in its music video.

Pathetic much? Would any sane person in this world not find this tv show ridiculous? And the sad thing is losing
weight is perfectly feasible in a small enough time frame. Lose 40lbs? Less than a year.

[deleted] • 1 point • 8 October, 2014 09:32 AM 

I always thought it was funny how in Girls Dunham needs to get naked in every single episode. I tried
discussing it with a feminist once, her only argument was "it's her show she can do what she wants".

I couldn't argue with that because it was completely missing the point, just because you can do something
doesn't mean you should. Nobody is impressed by her shapeless potato bag body, and in the vast majority of
times it doesn't actually add any relevance to the story.

I guess she gets some validation from it.

[deleted] • 0 points • 8 October, 2014 10:22 AM 

How did this song get so big, so fast? Literally who is this person?
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